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Schools as living 
labs
A way to support open schooling and science education 

through co-creation with the local community



Schools as 
Living Labs: 

a European 
project on 

“open schools 
and science 
education”

• 12 countries:
• Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Greece, Israel, 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Serbia, Spain

• 13 partner organisations:
• schools, universities and research centres, science centres

and communicators, third sector, enterprises
• Coordinated by Ellinogermaniki Agogi, Greece

• 3 years:
• September 2020 – August 2023



SALL’s network of schools

• 412 schools

• 1.000 teachers

• 10.000 students

• from 10 countries 

…developing living lab projects



Our approach in SALL

• We bring together stakeholders into dialogue, mutual learning 
and exchange

• We co-construct the living-lab-based open schooling 
methodology

• We closely study living-lab-based open schooling practices 
and their impact, through implementation and evaluation 
activities in real-life conditions in school communities

• We prepare the ground for sustainable living-lab-based open 
schooling activities in Europe’s schools after the end of the 
project - through strong community-building, networking, 
dissemination, as well as policy-oriented interventions. 



We offer 
schools:

Methods and 
ideas

Training and 
support

New 
opportunities 
to the whole 

school 
community

Synergies, 
gatherings, 

competitions, 
etc.



Living labs Living labs are user-centred, open innovation ecosystems based on a systematic user co-

creation approach integrating research and innovation processes in real life communities and

settings.

SALL brings the powerful concept and methodology of living labs into the landscape of open

schooling efforts.

SALL: the central concepts

Open schools Open schools, in cooperation with other stakeholders, become agents of community well-

being by creating new partnerships in their local communities.

We promote Europe’s interest in integrating the concept of open schooling in science education

at all educational levels, by building on an existing impactful framework for open schooling, the

‘Open Schools for Open Societies’ (OSOS) framework.



the ‘Open Schools for Open 
Societies’ (OSOS) framework

“OSOS cycle of school 
transformation”:

A framework to help school 
leaders and educators with 
the transformation of their 
school into an open school



Open school

Part of a wider system of social actors in a neighbourhood or area:

• Open to the society

• An agent of community well-being

• Working together with people and organisations in its local setting.

Including the whole school community: 

• Educators and other staff

• Students 

• Their families.



Living Lab

• Collaboration among different social actors (organisations or individuals)…

• …who wish to deal together with a certain problem/issue…

• …which is important to each one of them.

• “Co-creation” of ideas to solve the problem/issue, after exploring it

• Development of basic elements of the solution, fast and economically (prototyping)

• Testing the solution with the stakeholders to get feedback and improve it.

These steps can be repeated several times and at different levels, in order to gradually 
improve and complete the solution.



Living lab school projects

School communities developing

the open schooling approach in practice

→ applying a methodology based on Living Labs

→ with students’ active initiative and participation.



School students 
engaged in…

…innovative educational living lab activities:

• Co-creating solutions to real problems from students’ real-life 
experiences

• In synergy of the school the local community (“social actors”, 
“stakeholders”)

• Through cross-curricular, interdisciplinary, practice-oriented 
work…

• (Initially) with a thematic focus on the food system - all its 
dimensions:
• production, distribution, preparation, consumption, disposal, etc.

• linked to health, economy, environment, etc.



Social actors

• In every living lab school project, there is an important role of social actors

• Organisations or individuals from the local community who

• Are linked to the school or share interests with it

• Are interested or affected by the problem, the process, the solution, or the
results of the living lab school project. 

• Examples of social actors in school projects on the food system:

• The local municipality

• A local restaurant, bakery, food store, or other business

• A local producer, a food truck driver

• A local environmental or social initiative

…and many others.



Examples of school projects linked to the food system

• School gardens

• Composting

• Environmental footprint of food

• Food waste

• Eating behaviour and keeping healthy

• …



The four steps of our living lab 
methodology



The three necessary 
features of a living lab 
school project 
(‘when everything else fails…’)



living labs!

Photo credit: TRACES



Some thoughts on 
“science education”

• NOT just understanding science, its methodology, observations, and theories…

• Science education for responsible citizenship - Report to the European Commission of 
the expert group on science education (2015):

• New opportunities arising from science and technology

• More complex challenges arising in society and the world

• We need: 

• Citizens with a better understanding of science and technology

• Citizens with the necessary knowledge about science to participate actively 
and responsibly in 

• science-informed decision-making 

• knowledge-based innovation

• To equip citizens, enterprise and industry with the skills and competences 
needed to provide sustainable and competitive solutions to the challenges.



in a nutshell







Pavlos Koulouris
Coordinator of SALL

pkoulouris@ea.gr
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